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Advice, last-minute, 99
Alerts, working with:
  - bird-dog system, 103–104
  - trading inside walls of S90/Crossover, 86, 88, 89, 91, 92
Area, definition of, 20
Attitude, xi
Author:
  - e-mail address of, 67, 106
  - training and mentoring of, 9–10
Automated trend-tracking software, 82–83
Bird-dog spotting system, 103–104
Bounce trade opportunity, 61, 62, 63
Breaching extreme level, 94
Brokers:
  - data feeds and, 80
  - integrity of, x–xi
Bull bounce, illustration of, 88
Bullish market, marking support levels in, 18
Buy signal, 89, 91, 92
Candlestick charts:
  - Japanese, 11
  - time compressions and, 79
  - weekly, 59
Certified forex mentor, 2–3, 7, 8
CFG, see Concorde Forex Group, Inc.
Charting service, xii, 79–80
Charts, marked-up, xii
Chat room traps, 104
Cherry-type trade, 102–103
Concorde Forex Group, Inc.:
  - SmartCharts and, xii, 46
  - software of, 31
  - trading histories and, 65
  - training seminars of, x
Confirming trade entries, 103
Cost averaging:
  - based on directional market trends, 56
  - based on mathematical or Fibonacci levels, 56–57
  - summary of, 57
Currency combo, focusing on, 99
Daily trading tips, 102–103
Daily volume, 7
Data feed for tracking market, 80
Demo money, trading, x, 66
Development program, 6
DGB Technologies, LLC, 45–46
Disclaimers, xii
“Dogfight” section of daily market, 77
Downtrend:
  - resistances in, 12–13
  - working with, 60–63
Downtrend crossovers, 30
Drawing trend lines, 61
Easing-into-experience procedure, 95
Entering trade with confirmation, 96–97
Exiting early, 56–57
Extreme levels (ELs):
  - five-minute charts showing, 46, 47
  - as floating, 78
  - knowledge and training to work with, 50, 52
  - obtaining, 79
  - skills needed to trade, 79–83
  - strong S90/Crossover, chart showing, 48–49
  - time compressions and, 45–49, 77
Extreme levels (Continued)
  200-pip move, 48
    when market moves closer to, 86–92
Extreme strike, 89, 90, 91

Fibonacci, Leonardo, 45
Fibonacci levels:
  applying, 25
    cost averaging based on, 56–57
    overlapping, 57–58
    within top and bottom inside walls, 87
  Fib 1.27 reversal point, 82
First strike, 37, 39–40
Forex Producers Group, LLC:
  charting service of, xii
  SmartCharts and, 46
  software of, 31
  trading histories and, 65

Gaps:
  description of, 35
    five-minute chart showing, 41, 42
    illustration of, 36
    legal compared to illegal, 37
    thirty-minute charts showing, 39, 42

Half circles in market, 64
History of trading, 7–8

Holes in market:
  classic pattern, illustration of, 41
  description of, 35, 37, 44
    generated by single candle, 38
    illustration of, 36
    large, illustration of, 37
    market breaching trend wall after forming second hole, 61–63
    small, illustration of, 38
    thirty-minute charts showing, 39
    within trends, 64

Illegal breach, 24
Illegal crossovers, 30–31
Illegal resistance S90, 21
Illegal S90/Crossover, 14–15
Illegal support S90, 21
Independent Forex Traders Association:
  description of, 2
  trading histories and, 65

Inner walls of outer extreme levels:
  description of, 77, 78
  Fibonacci levels within, 87
  reversal entry examples, 84–85
  sideways market within, 86, 87
  strategy for trading inside, 83–86
  success and trading within, 77–78
  when market moves closer to level, 86–92

Learning, see Mentoring; Training
Legal breach, 23
Legal crossovers:
  description of, 30–31
    on four- and two-hour time compressions, 32
    strike at its best, 31
    textbook pattern, 33
Level four S90/Crossover, 50
Level one S90/Crossover, 49
Levels within trading range:
  explanation and interpretation of, 27, 28
    pivot points compared to, 28–29
Level three S90/Crossover, 50
Level two S90/Crossover, 50
Limits, placing, 54–55
Live mini account, trading, x, 1–2, 66, 95–96
Loss, dealing with, 100
Lot:
  definition of, 2
  number to trade, 97–98

Margin account and promotion to next lot, 97–98
Market breaching resistance level and
  continuing in direction of former run, 15, 16
Market breaching support line, 22
Market emotional stability, 66
Market orders, 54
Market returning to resistance level, followed
  by reversal, 14
Mentoring:
  author and, 10
    certified forex mentor, 2–3, 7, 8
    choosing mentor, xi
    development program after, 6–7
Misinterpretation of signals, 66
Modernism, 5
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Off-market levels, 78–79
Outer extreme levels, 77
Paying dues, 95–96
Peripheral awareness of market, 59–60
Peripheral trading, 101-102
Perseverance, xi
Personal education, xi
Pip, definition of, 2
Pivot points:
  problem with, 30
  S90/Crossover levels compared to, 28–29
Placing:
  limits, 54–55
  protective stops, 55
Plan, having and trading, 97–98
Play money, trading, x
Position orders, 54
Practicing trades, 95–96. See also Demo money, trading; Live mini account, trading
Proprietary tools:
  requirements for, 52
  success of, x
  suggestions for, x–xi
  traditional methodology and, ix
Protective stops:
  calculating and sticking to, 93–94
  placing, 55
  tight, 46, 48, 88, 94
Research, ongoing, 6–7
Resistance:
  becoming support, charts showing, 43, 51
  definition of, 54
  identifying in trading ranges with newly forming resistances, 11–15
Resistance levels:
  market breaching, and continuing in direction of former run, 15, 16
  market returning to, followed by reversal, 14
  on top side of bear trading range, 24
  points, 64
  point turning into S90, 20
  S90, 30-minute chart showing, 39
  responsibility for actions, accepting, 1, 6, 100
Reversal entry examples, 83, 84–85, 89
Reversals, market tendency to bend as, 89, 90
Reversal sell opportunity, 89, 91
Risk of trading foreign exchange market, x
River channel signals, 80, 81
River Oscillator Indicators (ROI), 80, 81, 88
Rohn, Jim, 6
Safety, 93
S90/Crossover:
  applying Fibonacci levels, 25
  breaching line legally or illegally, 22–25
  candlestick charts and, 11
  complex definition of, 49–50
  components of, 10
  discovery of, 10
  origins of, xii
  requirements for, 10
  resistances and, 11–15
  simple definition of, 50
  success of, x
  support identification, 17–22
  time compressions and, 50
  trading ranges with newly forming supports, 15–17
Seasonal changes, 78
Semicircles within trends, 64
Sideways markets within top and bottom inside walls, 86, 87
Sideways pattern, followed by market reversal from S90 level, 18
Skype traps, 104
SmartCharts, xii, 46
Software:
  automated trend-tracking, 82–83
  of Concorde Forex Group, Inc., 31
  of Forex Producers Group, LLC, 31
Solomon, 7–8
Sore thumb trade entries, 96–97
Soros, George, 6
Spontaneous trade entries, 103
Stochastic oscillator, 88
Stops:
  calculating and sticking to, 93–94
  placing, 55
  tight protective, 46, 48, 88, 94
Strike on inner wall, 92
String trading, 76, 105–106
Success and effort, 6
Support levels on bottom side of bull trading range, 25
Support line breach, 23
Support point turning into S90, 21
Supports:
   becoming resistance, charts showing, 43, 51–52
   definition of, 54
   identifying, 17–22
   trading ranges with newly forming, 15–17
Support S90:
   thirty-minute chart showing, 39
   weekly chart showing, 40
Sustaining power, 6, 57
Swing trading, 6
Tight protective stops, 46, 48, 88, 94
Time compressions:
   for candlestick charting, 79
   crossovers and, 31, 32
   extreme levels and, 77
   gaps and, 37
   monitoring multiple, 103
   S90/Crossovers and, 50
   trading ranges and, 29–30
   trends and, 59–64
   viewing multiple, 80, 82
Tools, see Proprietary tools
Tracking trades, 76
Trading:
   against crowd, 57
   history of, 7–8
Trading histories:
   accessing, 65
   beginner trader, 70–76
   examples of, 65–66, 67
   of neophyte trader, 67–70
Trading range:
   description of, 53
   extreme levels of, 45–49
   S90/Crossovers within, 29–30
Traditionalism, 5
Traditional methodology:
   inner walls and, 77
   non-traditional proprietary tools and, ix
Trailing stops, 55
Training:
   of author, 9–10
   to work with extreme levels, 50, 52
   See also Mentoring
Trend lines:
   drawing, 60–61
   market returning to, 61, 62
Trends:
   cost averaging based on directional market, 56
   definition of, 54
   holes or semicircles found within, 64
   within trends, chart showing, 59, 60
Trend wall breaches, 61–63
Trend wall clashes, 31
Triplets, 12
Twins, 12
Uptrend:
   marking support levels in, 17
   working with, 63–64
   Uptrend crossovers, 30
Waiting for trade opportunity to develop, 102
Working smart, not hard, 102–103
WWW of trade, 104–105